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Abstract 

The paper is an attempt to have an insight into the contribution of women in sports in Maharshi Dayanand 

University, Rohtak of Haryana. To attain the objectives of the study, a sample of 200 students (female) was selected 

from the campus of Maharshi Dayanand University, Rohtak and the data were collected with the help of a 

questionnaire. The investigators found that their family does not discourage participation in the sports; the teachers 

also do not encourage the players; they do not feel secure at playground; players have to face partiality due to 

casting nepotism; players are trained by professional coaches; players have not got all the facilities of when they go 

to play outside. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The issue of female participation has also altered dramatically in relatively recent times in 

India. Now girls can also play wrestling, boxing, pole-vaulting, judo, karate etc. Women have 

proved that they are not lagging behind the men in any sphere of life. They have climbed the 

highest mountains. Any attempt to understand the indifferent attitude of women towards 

sports must take the primary cognizance of women's evolution of their relationship with the 

society. Sports are a social Phenomenon and are obedience to artificial rules in game .In a 

patriarchal set-up, where women are subordinates, the symbol of joy and entertainment. She 

is a mean to an end.There are few Indian women which are developing their inclination 

towards sports. Some Indian women like Sulekha Sula, a Maharashtra hurdler, Mandu 

Shidutt of Railways.Nirupama Mankad,The tennis national champion several time, showed 

their performance after many barriers. 

Indian was not seriously interested in sport until the early 1900'sclub life. A promising young 

athletes, Mary Leela Rao, earned her place in Indian Olympic team for Melbourne in 

1956.Athletics was introduced on a competitive basis for women in 1934 in Delhi. The 

Punjab, the U.P. and Bengal three states have participated in women's sports. Volleyball for 

women first came into vogue in the U.P. Meenakshi Chowchary ,Shukla Roy ,Uma Mathur 

and Kusum Mehra are well known in the field of volleyball and Aarti Saha in swimming 

.today most women have fewer opportunities in life compare with men . Today Indian 

women can take part in almost all sports, although only in a few do they actually complete on 

equal terms with men. There is still discrimination and prejudice against Indian women 

taking part in sports. However, people’s attitude is changing gradually. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A well-structured literature review is characterized by a logical flow of ideas; current and 

relevant references with consistent, appropriate referencing style; proper use of terminology; 

and an unbiased and comprehensive view of the previous research on the topic. 

Ghash (1995) while interviewing with Karnam Malleshwari a talented weight lifter claiming gold 

medal in the Istanbul world championship, revealed that we lacked in planning and picking up the 

women sport at a later stage. Our federations are poor, not like cricket tennis etc. We have just a 

sponsor Hinduja which is paying for our camp and kits for competitions either the government of our 

employers sometimes foot the bills for airfare and staying expenses. We need more sponsors for the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logical
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terminology
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improvement of the game us well as women sports. She is of the view that business houses should 

come forward and help women sport. 

Sandh (1992) observed while studying women and sports seeking a new philosophy deserved that 

there was a need to create a sports subculture for women. She revealed how the impact of women’s 

movement provided to be the root cause for the rise of modern sports for women. She also disclosed 

some constraints influencing women and sports in a very strong way and also provided a suggestive 

model to include the idea that women turned in to sports women and would provide for a solid 

foundation for promotion of sports among women. 

Ghosh(1995) while interviewing with karnam malleshwari a talented weight lifter claming Gold 

medal in the Istanbul. World championship revealed that we lacked in planning and picking up the 

women sport at a later stage. Our federations are poor, not like cricket, tennis etc. we have just a 

sponsor Hinduja which is paying for our camp and kits for competitions either the government of our 

employers sometimes foot the bills for airfare and staying expenses. We need more sponsors for the 

improvement of the game as well as women sports. She is of the view that business houses should 

come forward and help women sport. 

Dhaliwal (1996) described in his work the poorer standard of Indian women sports and a few reasons 

which could be held responsible for this one of the reasons is that sports in India has never been given 

priority by government and other the socioeconomic background of the parents. It is evident from the 

fact that this year’s budgetary allocation for sports has been drastically reduced. Another reason is 

also significant. The harsh treatment meted out to some of the country’s top sportspersons by persons 

masquerading of master of sports and by the common man also calls for close scruting our seem to be 

perverse sporting society. He has quoted parmjit a 400 meters runner who is next to milkah sing “kya 

faida hai bhagne ka,jab maloom hai ki itni acchi performance ke bad bhi koi dekhta tak hi nahi hai” he 

is not off the mark Dhaliwal also suggested that sponsorship seems to be the answer to the many 

problems affecting Indian sports and the sports administration should be least ensure top sportsperson 

must be given proper jobs. 

Twenge (1997) conducted a meta- analysis of data from studies looking at changes in attitude towards 

women for the years 1970-1995 and found a substantial liberalization and feminization of attitudes 

among males and females like particularly for the time period 1986-1995. Though, not based on sport 

literature parse. These findings suggest that role conflict associated with sport participation is less a 

problem in recent years that in the past. 
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OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

1. The present study will pin point the problem of sports women. 

2. The present study will help the women sports to solve their problem. 

3. The present study will facilitate the women sports to adjust in the society in better 

way. 

4. The present study will raise the standard of woman sports at Maharshi Dayanand 

University, Rohtak. 

 

 

 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In the study the following research methodology is used: 

Selection of Subject 

The present study is based on Difficulty of women in sports of M.D.U. Rohtak The total 200 

women sports were selected on Random bases for this study those who participated in the 

inter University. 

Construction of questionnaire 

The questionnaire was prepared as per the requirement of this study with the help of guidance 

of the supervisor/guide and panel of experts in the field of physical education; all the 

questions in questionnaire were objective in nature.  

Collection of Data 

The questionnaire was administered to the women sports who participated in the inter 

university for the necessary data.  

Administration of the questionnaire 

I personally visited to all the selected subjects and distributed the questionnaire to all subject 

for the requirement of the study Questionnaire was filled up by the subject in my presence. 

Before filling up the questionnaire Necessary instructions were given to the subject to 

regarding questionnaire the subjects were asked to read the instructions carefully before 

responding to various questions. 
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Statistical Technique 

The response elicited in the questionnaire was subject to appropriate percentage method 

which has been then exhibited in the form of pie and column graph and different tables. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table: 1 

Responses of women players for her problems in sports 

Particulars Yes No Total 

Does your family allow playing? 160(80) 40(20) 200(100) 

Does your family discourage for play? 58(29) 142(71) 200(100) 

Do you get playing equipment at the time when you need? 98(49) 102(51) 200(100) 

Do you have stadium/playground facility in your area 166(83) 34(17) 200(100) 

Do you receive coaching from qualified coach? 68(34) 132(66) 200(100) 

Note: (i) Source: Primary data collected. 

         (ii) The figures in brackets show the percentages. 

Figure 1: Responses of women players for her problems in sports 

 

It is exhibited from the Table 1 that out of total 20per cent respondent agree that their family 

does not allow to participate in the sports; Whereas 80per cent population respondent and 

with no difficulty at all her family side. 29per cent player’s family discourage for play. 49per 
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cent player gets playing equipment’s at the time of need and 5per cent players do not get 

playing equipment’s at the time of need. The upper picture shows that there is a playground / 

stadium in the area of 83per cent players 17per cent players have not play ground, facilitates 

in his are. The above figure clearly shows that all players do not get coaching from qualified 

coaches. Merely 34per cent players are trained by professional coaches while the rest of 

players (66per cent) are trained by unqualified coach.  

Table: 2 

Responses of women players for her problems in sports 

Particulars Yes No Total 

Do you give adequate time to your game? 174(87) 26(13) 200(100) 

Does your coach give full co-operation? 50(25) 150(75) 200(100) 

Are you satisfied with the coaching of your coach? 130(65) 70(35) 200(100) 

Does your teacher encourage you to play? 122(61) 78(39) 200(100) 

Note: (i) Source: Primary data collected. 

         (ii) The figures in brackets show the percentages. 

Figure 2: Responses of women players for her problems in sports 

 

It is shows from the Table 2 that all players are not able to devote their full time to their 

game. Only 87per cent players give full time to their game; while 3per cent players are not 

able to do this. 25per cent players get full co-operation of their respective coaches 75per cent 

players do not get co. operation of their Respective coaches. 65per cent players are satisfied 

with the training of their coaches; while 35per cent players are not satisfied with the training 
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of their coaches. The entire teacher do not encourage the students, it is shown in the above 

figure. Only 61per cent teachers encourage their students while 39per cent players are not 

encouraged by their teachers. 

 

 

Table: 3 

Responses of women players for her problems in sports 

Particulars Yes No Total 

Do you get balance diet according to your game? 155(77.5) 45(22.5) 200(100) 

Do you face any problem in stadium? 110(55) 90(45) 200(100) 

Do you satisfy with the selection of players? 142(71) 58(29) 200(100) 

Have you faced partiality in selection of your team? 80(40) 120(60) 200(100) 

Does your parents satisfied from your safety when you go for 

playing? 75(37.5) 125(62.5) 200(100) 

Note: (i) Source: Primary data collected. 

         (ii) The figures in brackets show the percentages. 

Figure 3: Responses of women players for her problems in sports 

 

It is shows from the Table 3 that all players do not get balanced diet according to their game. 

Only 77.5per cent players get balanced diet. Female players have to face problems in the 

stadium. 55per cent female players face different type of problems in the stadium. Only 71 
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per cent players are satisfied with the selection of the team are satisfied with the selection of 

the team with the selection do not have satisfaction with the selection of the team by selection 

committee. 40per cent Players commit the partiality in team selection while 60per cent 

players do not commit the partiality in team selection. The parents of 37.5per centplayers are 

satisfied with the safety of their wards when they go for play. The parents of 62.5per cent 

players are not sure about the safety of their wards. 

CONCLUSION 

From the different tables various observations made and we can reach to certain conclusions 

regarding the players getting problem while playing softball. It was observed from the table that their 

family does not discourage participation in the sports. Only 71per centplayers’ family discourage to 

play. And the teachers also do not encourage the players. 29per cent players don’t encouraged by their 

teacher. It was also observed that most of the players are having face problem in stadium, so they do 

not feel secure at playground. 55per cent players face different type of problems in the stadium. The 

parents of 62.5per cent players are not sure about the safety of their wards. It was clearly observed 

maximum players feel game should be left. Because they have faced partiality in the selection of team 

40per cent players commits the partiality in team selection. 24.5per cent players who admit political 

interference in their game, and also observed that players have to face partiality due to casting 

nepotism. 34per cent players are trained by professional coaches. And 41.5per cent players like to be 

trained by male coaches while 34per cent players like female coaches for their training on the other 

side 24.5per cent players the gender of the coach does not matter. We have also found that players 

have not got all the facilities of when they go to play outside. 5per cent players do not get playing 

equipment at the time of need. 
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